Energy for Dummies Lesson #27

Entrepreneurial Typhoon Protection Kit
saving a house
Any young person unemployed but still not
brainwashed by computer gismos and want to
start a business in the south-west of the USA
where typhoons every year destroy whole towns.
Here is an idea crying out for some to do and save
a house or trailer and make some money in the
process making the insurance happy helping you.
It does not require a lot of money but once on the
internet could expand very fast keeping many
employees busy, duplicating businesses if you have
a friend or get a percentage from another
entrepreneur, the sky is the limit.
Analyzing when a twister starts its destructive
power will always begin at the weakest point
surrounding the house, which is the roof. Most
have large overhang for the rain.
That could be helped which only cost $100 + $400
profit by buying some 1/8” diameter Stainless
twisted steel rob wire some ¼”bolts and washers.
Some plastic spacers and a drill with some tools
any handyman has, plus a lot of enthusiasm to
succeed not giving up when it gets tough. Do not
worry about some stealing your business there is a
lot of water in the ocean, those who are honest
will get rewarded by the creator on the last day
having accumulated interest being noticed.
Advertise or knock on the door of a home owner,
or trailer, dressed nice and clean and show some
pictures of the first free kit and add the insurance
will reduce the price which could pay for the safety
kit. It will help to sleep better when another storm
roles along not to worry.
Get organized and think through in detail to make
a master plan and ask the many “if” question will
never be surprised resembling a hi-tech inventor.

The Storm Protection Kit
1. Drill holes 3/16” diameter every 4 feet on
the inside edge underneath the overhang
roof along the length of the house.
2. Drill ¼“dia hole on the foundation cement
wall vertical to match the ceiling hole.
3. Cut the stainless steel wire to size to reach
over the roof on both sides to the
foundation. Insert the steel wire through
the roof hole.
4. Place ¼” plastic spacer as a pressure pad
under each contact area.
5. Fasten the wire to the ¼” bolt on one
foundation side.
6. Fasten the wire on the other side but with
a wire gismo tightening screw to tense up
the wire loop. Come back to inspect every
6 month.
7. Seal the holes with water repellent glue.
8. Optional, paint the wire to become
invisible.
9. Collect your reward and go to the next
house to launch the process over like one
donut at the time. Start your picture book.
There is another life insurance totally free
needed after you died. Ask Yeshua-Jesus to
give you one, never to worry again for the
biggest storm you will not survive.
Think in logic and read the other lessons of
Free Energy for Dummies to be better educated
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